Introduction
Anantharam showed in [l] the existence of a model in which some stabilizable plants do not have its right-/left-coprime factorizations. In this paper, we give a condition of the nonexistence of the right-/left-coprime factorizations of stabilizable plants as a generalization of Anantharam's result. As examples of the models which satisfy the condition, we present two models; one is Anantharam's example and the other the discrete finite-time delay system which does not have the unit delay. We illustrate the construction of stabilizing controllers of stabilizable single-input single-output plants of such models. The method presented here is an application of the result of the necessary and sufficient condition of the stabilizability over commutative rings, which has recently been developed by Abe and the author [2] .
Preliminaries
The reader is referred to Section2 of [3] for the notations of commutative rings, matrices, and modules commonly used throughout the paper, for the formulation of the feedback stabilization problem, and for the related previous results.
Anantharam's Result and Its Generalization

Anantharam's Result
In 
A Generalization
The result given by Anantharam[l] can be generalized over commutative rings. Example3.2 Let us consider the discrete finite-time delay system. On some high-speed electronic circuits such as computer memory devices, they cannot often have nonzero small delays. We suppose here that the system cannot have the unit delay as a nonzero small delay. In this case, the set A becomes the set of polynomials generated by x2 and x3, that is, A = W[x2, x3]. where x denotes the unit delay operator. Then A is not a unique factorization domain but a Noetherian domain. The set 2 used to define the causality is given as the set of polynomials in W[x2, x3] whose constant terms are zero; that is, 2 = {ax2 + Px3 I a, /3 E A}.
Let us suppose that p
Hence the plant does not have its coprime factorization but is stabilizable. x $ ), (1 -x 2 ) , and (1 + x2 + x4) are corresponding to
Stabilizing Controllers
In this section we present first the stabilizability for models of Examples 3.1 and 3.2, and then the construction of stabilizing controllers plants.
Stabilizability
The following two propositions give the stabiliiability of all Proof. In the case p = 0, the plant p is obviously stabilizable. Hence in the following we assume without loss of generality that p # 0. Let us consider a plant p is expressed as p = (a1 + a2&i)/p, where al, a2,P E Z. Let g denote gcd af + 5 4 , p) over Z. Let a' be an integer such that af + 5a2 = a'g. We note that a' does not have P as a factor.
To show the stabilizability, we here apply (iii) of Theorem2.1 in [3] . Since the plant is of the single-input singleoutput, the set Z defined in Definition2. 
where T is an arbitrary element in W [2] . Let no, do, ao, and PO denote the constant terms of n, d", a, and ,B, respectively.
Similarly let a1 , p1, a:, and pi denote the coefficients of a, ,B, a + rd", and / 3 -rn, respectively, with the degree 1 with respect to the variable IC. In order to show that (3) holds over A, we want to find T such that ai = = 0. To do so, we let T = (a0p1 -al,&)x. Then it is easy to check that ai = pi = 0 hold from the relations that a~n~ + Pod0 = 1 and a1no + Pldo = 0. Now that (a + rd"), ( p -m) E A, we have APil + Apr2 = A, so that the plant is stabilizable.
Construction of Stabilizing Controllers
We present here the method to construct stabilizing controllers under the cases (i) A = Z[&i] or = W[x2, z3] and (ii) singleinput single-output plant. This is an application of the proof ("(iii)-(i)" part) of Theorem2.1 in [3] (for the proof, see [2] ).
Since the plant p is of the single-input single-output, the set Z defined in Definition2.4 of [3] is equal to {{l}, {2}}, say I1 = { 1) and 1 2 = (2) as in the proof of Proposition4.1. lbo generalized elementary factors Aprl and APlz are given as (2 [3] . We should find XI , E Apll and X I , E Aprz such that X I , + X I , = 1. From Lemmas4.7 and 4.10 of [2] , there exist (right-/left-)coprime factorizations over Ax, for I = I], 12. We let
nl , dl E Axll, and 122, d2 E AX,,. Then the coprime factorizations are obtained as follows:
ylnl + zldl = 1 (over Ax,,) and y2n2 + x2d2 = 1 (over (2) Then one can check that a' E APll and p E APrz. Since gcd(a', P) = 1 over Z, we have Aprl + APr2 = A. Hence any plant p is stabilizable by Theorem 2.1 in [3] .
where y1 = 1, XI = 0, y2 = 0 and 5 2 = 1. When we use the parameters r1 E Axrl and 7-2 E Ax,2, we also have . c l~ = 1 (over AA,?). where w is a sufficiently large positive integer and a1 a2 , 7-1 , 7-2 are elements in A such that the following three conditions hold: C = (i) The equality alXYl + a2X';: = 1 holds.
(ii) The following matrices are over A for k = 1,2:
In the following we continue Examples3.1 and 3.2 in which the stabilizing controllers are constructed. (1 + &2)/2. We can find that a' = 3 =: XI, E Apil and p = 2 =: X I , E Apl2, where a' and are the symbols used in the proof of Proposition4.1. By using XI, and XI, the stabilizing controllers are obtained in the form (4). For example, let us choose 7-1 = 7-2 = 0. Then we can select w = 1 to satisfy the condition (ii) above. The coefficients a1 and a2 are 1 and -1, respectively. We obtain a stabilizing controller c = w, which is same as the stabilizing controller given in [ll.
Let us present the parameterization of the stabilizing controllers according to [3] . 
h l l and h22 are nonzero. In this paper, we have presented a generalization of Anantharam's result and given a condition of the nonexistence of the right-/left-coprime factorizations of stabilizable plants. As examples satisfying the obtained condition, two models were presented. We have also presented a method to construct stabilizing controllers of stabilizable single-input single-output plants of such models.
Propositions3.1 and 3.3 give the conditions of the existence/nonexistence of the doubly coprime factorizations of stabilizable plants. However they do not characterize the commutative ring A on which there exist the doubly coprime factorizations of stabilizable plants. This problem is not solved yet.
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